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Presentation Notes
Today, I’m going to talk aboutThe details of open Science, tools, practices and resources And a brief summary of my own research



Roots for Resilience Program 

● Forging new inte rdisciplinary collaborations
● Bring people  toge the r from diffe rent programs
● Global scale  environmental problems
● Data science  techniques and large  amount of data
● Building teamwork and team science  skills

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Begin by introducing R4R program. Sponsored by AIR, Cyverse and DSI.its goal is to:Forge new interdisciplinary collaboration by bringing people together from different programs to solve global scale environmental problems by employing data science techniques and using the massive amount of data that is available to us. they also aim at improving teamwork among these people coming from different disciplines. Thankfully I had the opportunity to be chosen to take part in this program during the fall semester and I’m going to share with you the great things that I have experienced during this program and throughout my collaboration with Cyverse and DSI. 



Open Science

● Making science  accessible  for all
● Open Access Publications
● Open Data

○ FAIR Principle
● Open Educational Resources
● Open Methodology
● Open Source Software
● Open Peer Review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first subject discussed in R4R was open science. 2023 is called as the year of open science by us government, showing how much important this topic is.Open Science is the movement to make scientific research accessible to all levels of society, amateur or professionalit consists of six major parts, namely ...I am going to explain the important ones. Open Access Publications make research information available to readers at no cost and freely, such as Nature,AGU  Open Data is data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone, for example  someone generates soil hydrualic conductivity data over CONUS and share it with other researchers, but the data should have some properties that make it possible for others to use it. To do so, FAIR principle provide guideline that makes the data reusable, such as how to document and provide the metdadata, indexing and attribute of dataOpen Educational Resources : research materials in any format that reside in the public domain that have been released under an open license, so other researchers can use it freely Open Methodology: An open methodology is simply one which has been described in sufficient detail to allow other researchers to repeat the work and apply it elsewhereOpen Source Software: is code that is designed to be publicly accessible—anyone can see, modify, and distribute the code as they see fit. Open Peer Review: A manuscript review process that includes some combination of Open Identities, Open Reports, Open Participation, and even Open Interaction



Data Management Plan

● What is DMP?
● Why should you care about data 

management?
● Elements of a good DMP

○ Information about data & data format(s)
○ Metadata content and format(s)
○ Policies
○ Long-term storage 
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The other interesting topic is Data management plan.But what is it?"A data management plan is a formal document that outlines how data are to be handled both during a research project, and after the project is completed.Its goal is to consider the many aspects of data management, metadata generation, data preservation, and analysis before the project begins.It will give you an insight that what is going on during and after the project.There are some Elements of a good DMP, which are Information about data & data format(s): we try to answer questions like what are the data types, from where the data is collected, what kind of analysis are performed on the data or going to be doneMetadata content and format(s)Policies for access, sharing, and re-useand Long-term storage: which data should we preserve? where should we store them? For example most of journals require you to share your data or  specify where others could get access to them.You can see the topics that I already mentioned in the data lifecycle picture. 



Documentation & version control

● Project Documentation
● Scientific papers
● Public Repositories for 

Documentation
● Using GitHub for version control
● https://mfarmani95.github.io/F

OSS_Weekly/ 
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Presentation Notes
One of the important aspect of sharing the science is Documentation.Documentation is essentially the ability to communicate specific ideas and information with your collaborators, or the worldPeer-reviewed manuscripts or conference  presentations  are one of the primary ways of communicating science.As our methods become more complicated and customized, open science means giving people a better understanding of our approaches than may be required in most journals.We could use public repositories for documenting our research and communicating with other researchers. one of the most popular resources is GITHUB, We could also use github to render our own website to share our findings and cods, for example This picture shows the home page of my personal website containing some information about my research.Also we could use our github repositories to have a version control of our models, so other researcher could know which version of the model has been released and also have access to the previous versions.

https://mfarmani95.github.io/FOSS_Weekly/
https://mfarmani95.github.io/FOSS_Weekly/


Mohammad Farmani, Guo-Yue  Niu, Ali Behrangi

Application of Soil Moisture  Memory 
to evaluate  parametrization of soil 
hydraulic schemes in Noah-MP.
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Now, I want to have a brief overview of my current research, During this research we have tried to implement SMM to evaluate parametrization of soil hydraulic schemes in Noah-MP



Motivations

● A prevalent trend obse rved in Land Surface  Mode ls (LSMs) 
is the  ove restimation of surface  soil moisture  when 
compared to SMAP and in-situ obse rvations. 

● This re sults in the  unrealistic representation of  the  soil 
moisture -precipitation coupling feedbacks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moreover, it has been shown by the previous studies that it takes more time for LSMs to provide the feed back to atmosphere, indeed it takes longer time for soil to loos water especially during the dry down periods, implying a deficiency in representing the  soil moisture dynamics.



Soil moisture variation

• Noah-MP Control-
Run overestimate 
soil moisture 
compared to SMAP
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To gain insight, the monthly average of soil moisture across the CONUS is illustrated in the figure, which reveals a noticeable overestimation by the Noah-MP model, the black line, compared to SMAP, red line, and insitu observations, blue



Objective

● Implementing soil moisture  memory to enhance  soil moisture  
dynamic in Noah_MP using SMAP and InSitu soil moisture , 
particularly during dry pe riods.
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The main objective of this study is to employ soil moisture memory as an indicator of soil moisture dynamic to evaluate the soil hydraulic parametrization within the Noah-MP model by leveraging data from SMAP and in-situ measurements, with a focus on drought conditions.Soil moisture memory (SMM) refers to the time for a perturbation, mainly increase of soil moisture due to precipitation, to dissipate or the time between a perturbation starts and ceases.



Soil Moisture Loss function

• Hybrid model developed 
by McColl et al. (2019)

• Drainage dominated and Stage-I ET 
as Energy-limited

• Stage-II ET as Water-limited

Schematic of surface water loss process adopted 
from McColl et al. (2017),
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Since I want to briefly cover my research, I am not going to explain the method in detail, but The main idea is to come up with a soil moisture loss function that can describe the loss of water in soil for all regimes, water-limited and energy limited and also due to the drainage, especially for the dry down periods, So we can get insight about how well different parametrization in NohMP can mimic the soil moisture dynamic of real world. To do so, we used Mccoll hybrid loss function model to compute the loosing water in soil.Mccoll categorized the loos of water during the Stage-I ET, which is equal to potential evaporation, and drainage as short-term memory, since it takes short time to happen.And, the the loos of water during the Stage-II ET as long-term memory because of the long time it needs to complete the process.The separation of water loss in each stage is based on the available mositure in the soil.If we want to come up with a loss function of soil moisture it should persists of some sub-process :  Drainage and runoff start to happen immediately after the precipitation when SM is saturated; the two subprocesses cease when SM is below the field capacity; The second process is (b) when SM is below field capacity, but is above a certain level (typically defined as the critical point), the soil starts to evaporate at the maximum ET rate (also called Stage-I ET); (c) When SM is below the critical point , ET starts to happen at the water-limited rate (also named as Stage-II ET; the water limitedThe entire loss can be defined as a function of SM. The loss function can then be divided into two broad categories. When SM is wet (i.e., above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐), the function is controlled by energy terms; otherwise, the function is limited by water conditions.Hence we want to compute the Soil moisture memory in the water-limited (long-term ) regime and energy-limited regime (short-term)



Data

● SMAP L3 surface  soil moisture
● Inte rnational Soil Moisture  Ne twork (ISMN) root zone  soil 

moisture
● Noah-MP surface  and root zone  soil moisture  
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We used SMAP L3, ISMN, NoahMP to compute the memories, so we can compare our model and benchmarks.



Noah-MP Scenarios

Scenario Infiltration scheme Water retention 
scheme

Ponding depth 
threshold (mm)

MF_CH Matrix flow Clapp and Hornberger 50 NWM uses this scheme

DPM_vGM Preferential Flow 
(Dual permeable) Van Genuchten 50

MF_vGM Matrix flow Van Genuchten 50

MF_vGM0 Matrix flow Van Genuchten 0

MF_vGM200 Matrix flow Van Genuchten 200
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We used 5 noah-mp scenarios that are combination of two moisture solver, matrix flow and dual permeable flow, two water retention schemes, CH and vg, and two ponding depth, 0 and 200.By comparing these scenarios we could understand wich parametrization act better in soil moisture generation process.The models were generated by combining different model soil moisture solvers (3 options), soil hydraulics schemes (2 options), and ponding threshold (2 options).To examine the influence of surface ponding on hydrological modeling, we established two experimental setups: the first without any ponding effect (Htop,max = 0 mm) and the second allowing for a ponding depth of 200 mm. two further experiments were conducted to assess the impact of soil hydraulic properties: one using the Brooks-Corey/Clapp-Hornberger (BC/CH) model and the other employing the vGM model, both with a ponding depth set at Htop,max = 50 mm. experiment was implemented using the dual-permeability model (DPM) with the vGM framework and a ponding depth of Htop,max = 50 mm, which helps to understand ththe implications of preferential flow 



Short-te rm surface  SMM

• various 
parametrizations 
are consistent 
with SMAP
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You can see the results for short-term memory.As highlighted in previous studies, most Land Surface Models (LSMs) do not encounter issues with short-term memory, and as you can see various parametrizations are consistent with these findings.hence our main focous is on long-term memory, due to its effect on soil moisture-precipitation feedback



Conclusion

● CH generate s highe r SSM and SMM compared to VG.
● An increase  in ponding depth leads to a rise  in surface  soil moisture , as we ll as 

enhanced soil moisture  memory, both long-te rm and short-te rm.
● The  presence  of macropores enhances infiltration, the reby re sulting in a 

reduced long-te rm memory and an increase  in short-te rm memory of Soil 
Surface  Moisture  (SSM).
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At the end, I want to acknowledge the sponsors of the program, The AIR, Cyverse and DSI. I hope I was able to encourage you to check out CyVerse infrastructure and resources as well as AIR and the R4R program.
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